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design & innovation



centec shower doors



anti-lift feature
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Centec Series
Top quality frameless slider and semi-
frameless hinged enclosures with 
unlimited options make it the perfect fit. 
Centec enclosures feature a unique round 
header design constructed of heavy 
gauge high polished aluminum for a 
contemporary look.



centec shower doors /
glass options



soft hammered

castwhite dots

master carre

glue chip

monumental

linen

1/4” pattern 62
3/8” stipolite

reed

satin coral

satin ice

bamboo satin etch

bamboo

bisseluxbubble

niagara
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The optional Diamon-Fusion treatment helps 
protect the glass from the build up of soap 
scum and hard water deposits and reduces 
cleaning time by 50%. When added during 
manufacturing, a vapor mist fi lls the natural 
microscopic peaks and valleys in the glass 
with a ultra thin optically clear durable material 
making it easier to clean. Simply wipe down with 
a washcloth or squeegee after showering.

Customers ask for ShowerGuard glass by name because it’s the fi rst 
and best permanent protective shower glass on the market. Wipe-on, 
spray-on alternatives may need to be periodically re-applied after 
use. Only ShowerGuard glass is guaranteed for a lifetime.
Offered on 3/8’ glass only.



pearl w
hite

brushed nickel

gold anodized

silver anodized 

oil rubbed bronze

Standard round header for slider 
models (heavy duty shown)

Flat header for slider models
at no additional charge 

(heavy duty shown)

Upgrade crown header for slider 
models

Black

Centec comes standard with contemporary round header for both slider and hinged models. Crown headers for sliders 
are available at an additional cost. Optional flat headers are available for sliders upon request at no extra charge.

 Colortec Paint Colors* (Custom Paint Match Available) / 5 anodized aluminum finishes
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 8” Aria

 12” Ladder Pull

 6” Square
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 6” C-Pull

 6” Circle 6” Spindle

 Modern

 6” C-Pull/Towel Bar Combo

 Traditional

 6” Bow

 8” Spindle

 8” C-Pull 8” Bow

 Spindle

 Bow - 18” or 24” only
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